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### Arizona

**Ensemble forecast**

**Individual team forecasts**

### Arkansas
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### California
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**Individual team forecasts**
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### Utah

**Ensemble forecast**
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### Vermont

**Ensemble forecast**

**Individual team forecasts**

### Virginia
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### U.S. Virgin Islands

#### Ensemble forecast

- **Observed data**
- **Preliminary data**
- **Ensemble**

#### Individual team forecasts

- **CMU**
- **CMU**
- **OHT−JHU−N−BEATS**
- **UMass−GBQ**
- **UMass−Sarix**
- **UMass−TE**
- **UT**

---

**Daily COVID−19 hospital admissions**

- Feb−12
- Feb−26
- Mar−11
- Mar−25
- Apr−08
- Apr−22
- May−06